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Abstract 
Self-affinity and self-similarity are fundamental concepts in fractal geometry. In this paper, 
they are related to collage grammars - syntactic devices based on hyperedge replacement that 
generate sets of collages. Essentially, a collage is a picture consisting of geometric parts like line 
segments, circles, polygons, polyhedra, etc. The overlay of all collages in a collage language 
yields a fractal pattern. We show that collage grammars of a special type - so-called increasing 
generalized Sierpinski grammars - yield self-affine fractals. If one replaces the overlay by an 
intersection of all generated collages, the same result holds for decreasing generalized Sierpinski 
grammars. Here, the converse also holds: Every self-affine fractal can be generated by a decreas- 
ing generalized Sierpinski grammar, which provides a characterization of this class of fractals. 
1. Introduction 
As picture generation is one of the central issues of computer graphics and 
grammars are well-known and successful devices for the generation of objects of 
various kinds, one encounters quite a variety of syntactic approaches to the genera- 
tion of artifical pictures and classes of pictures in the literature (see, e.g., 
[2,7-9,12-14,21,22,25-311). Collage grammars, introduced in [17,18] belong to this 
variety and show some specific characteristics. 
(1) Collage grammars allow one to derive collages from collages, that is, they work 
directly on pictorial objects rather than on representations of some kind that need an 
extra pictorial interpretation. 
(2) The derivation process of collage grammars employs the concept of hyperedge 
replacement which stems from the field of graph grammars (see, e.g., [ 151 for a survey 
on hyperedge replacement). Hence, the study of collage grammars can be seen as an 
attempt to carry over some experience in graph grammar theory to computer 
graphics. 
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(3) As hyperedge replacement is a context-free mode of rewriting, the theory of 
collage grammars presents various results with counterparts in the theory of context- 
free Chomsky grammars and of Lindenmayer systems. 
In this paper, collage grammars are related to self-affinity and self-similarity being 
fundamental concepts in fractal geometry, a flourishing field of modern mathematics 
with significant applications to picture processing and computer graphics (see, e.g., 
[l, 10, 11,20,23,24]. 
A collage consists of a set of parts and a sequence of pin-points. A part may be an 
arbitrary set of points (in a Euclidean space). Usually, parts are taken from some 
standard set of geometric objects like line segments, circles, triangles, polygons, 
polyhedra, etc. that have simple finite descriptions and are easy to deal with on 
graphical surfaces. The pin-points are used to paste collages into collages. A collage 
represents a pattern by the overlay of its parts. To generate collages from collages 
by the application of production rules, they are decorated with hyperedges in 
intermediate steps. A hyperedge is a labelled item with an ordered number of tentacles 
each of which is attached to a point. A hyperedge serves as a place holder. It 
may eventually be replaced by a decorated collage, provided that there is a 
transformation of the pin-points into the attachment points of the hyperedge. 
This kind of hyperedge replacement establishes the rewrite steps of a collage 
grammar if the label of the replaced hyperedge and the replacing decorated collage 
form a production. So, a collage grammar generates a set of collages in the usual 
way of language generation. As collages represent patterns, a set of patterns is 
generated at the same time. By overlay of all generated patterns and by intersection 
of them one gets two particular patterns that are called upper and lower 
generated fractal. If the collage grammar has a finite number of productions and 
each right-hand side has a finite number of parts with finite descriptions, each 
generated collage and pattern still has a finite geometric description. But this 
may no longer be true for generated fractals because the generated languages may be 
infinite. 
Is it justified that the overlay and the intersection of the patterns generated by 
a collage grammar are called fractals? Clearly, the answer depends on the meaning of 
the termfractal, and there seems to be no standard definition. One motivation to use 
the term fractal is that the considered overlay and intersection may have a fine 
structure with details on arbitrarily small scale and a shape too bizarre and irregular 
to be described in traditional geometry. Moreover, several well-known fractals can be 
generated by means of collage grammars (cf. [18]). 
In this paper, we give some further justification. We introduce two types of collage 
grammars, called increasing and decreasing generalized Sierpinski grammars, that 
generate self-affine fractals. More exactly speaking, the upper fractal of an increasing 
generalized Sierpinski grammar and the lower fractal of a decreasing one are self- 
affine. These results are interesting because they mean that collage grammars provide 
syntactic descriptions of the generated fractals and, therefore, may be useful for the 
analysis of fractals. Moreover, every finite subset of generated languages and every 
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finite set of derivations provide approximations of the generated fractals. In this way 
collage grammars become means to visualize fractals. 
Another result of this paper is that every self-affine fractal is the lower fractal of 
a suitably chosen decreasing eneralized Sierpinski grammar. Together with the result 
mentioned above this gives a characterization of self-affine patterns as those which 
can be generated using a decreasing eneralized Sierpinski grammar. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section the basic notions and notations concerning collages are recalled 
(cf. 17,181). A collage consists of a set of parts being geometric objects and a sequence 
of so-called pin-points. To generate sets of collages, they are decorated with hyper- 
edges in intermediate steps. Each hyperedge has a label and an ordered finite set of 
tentacles, each of which is attached to a point. A hyperedge is a place holder for 
a collage or - recursively - for another decorated collage. If it is replaced by 
a (decorated) collage, the replacing collage is transformed in such a way that the 
images of its pin-points match the points attached to the hyperedge. Below we list the 
basic definitions and notations used in the paper. 
1. For a set X, g(X) denotes the powerset of X and X* denotes the set of all 
sequences over X, including the empty sequence h. Given another set Y, X - Y 
denotes the complement of Yin X, and X + Y denotes the disjoint union of X and Y. 
If Xi is a set for all i E I, then Ciel Xi denotes the disjoint union of the Xi. 
2. Familiarity with the basic notions of Euclidean geometry is assumed (see, e.g., 
[6]). [w denotes the set of real numbers and R” the Euclidean space of dimension n for 
some n 2 1. For w = w1 . . .w, E ([W”) we let points(w) = { wl, . . . , w,}. !I? is equipped 
with the ordinary distance function dist : R” x R” + R. A transformation t : R” + R” 
has the following natural extensions: 
l t:p(R”)+ p(W) by t(X) = {t(x)lxEX} for all X s R”, 
l t:p(p(R”))+ &@(R”)) by t(X) = {t(X)lX~.Y} for all 3 E @3(W), 
l t:(W)* -+ (R”)* by t(xI .-.x,) = t(xI)...t(&) for x1,... ,x,ElR”. 
3. A collage (in IF!“) is a pair (PART, pin) where PART E @(W) is a set of parts, 
each part E PART being a set of points in R”, and pin E(W)* is a sequence of pin-points. 
The class of all collages is denoted by V. 
4. Let N be a set of labels. A (hyperedge-) decorated collage (over N) is a construct 
C = (PART, EDGE, att, lab, pin) where (PART, pin) is a collage, EDGE is a set of 
hyperedges, att : EDGE -+ (KY)* is a mapping, called the attachment, and lab: 
EDGE + N is a mapping, called the Eabelling. C is a said to be finite if PART and 
EDGE are finite sets. The class of all decorated collages over N is denoted by q(N). 
5. The components PART, EDGE, att, lab, and pin of a decorated collage C are also 
denoted by PART,, EDGEc, at&-, lab=, and pint, respectively. 
6. A collage can be seen as a decorated collage C without hyperedges, i.e., 
EDGE, = 8 and attc as well as labc being the empty mappings. In this sense, 
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S$ G Q?(N). In the description of decorated collages without hyperedges we will drop 
the components EDGEc, att,, and labc. 
7. Two decorated collages C, C’E%(N) are said to be isomorphic, denoted by 
C E C’, if the underlying collages of C and C’ are equal and there is a bijective 
mapping f: EDGEc + EDGEcp such that attc(e) = att&(e)) and labc(e) = 
labc,(f(e)) for all eE EDGEc. 
8. By the overlay of the parts of a decorated collage C = (PART, EDGE, att, lab, 
pin) one gets pattern(C) = upart~PART P art, the induced pattern of C. 
Hyperedges in decorated collages serve as place holders for (decorated) collages. 
Hence the key construction is the replacement of some hyperedges in a decorated 
collage by (decorated) collages. While a hyperedge is attached to some points accord- 
ing to our conventions, a (decorated) collage is equipped with a number of pin-points. 
If there is a transformation that maps the pin-points to the attached points of the 
hyperedge, the hyperedge may be replaced by the transformed (decorated) collage. 
The formal definition of hyperedge replacement makes use of three simpler construc- 
tions on decorated collages: hyperedge removal, transformation, and addition. More- 
over, we give a construction of so-called handles, special collages that will be used 
later. 
1. Let CE%(N) and B G EDGEc. Then the removal of B from C yields the 
decorated collage 
C - B = (PART,, EDGEc - B, att, lab, pin,-) 
with att(e) = att,(e) and lab(e) = labc(e) for all e E EDGEc - B. 
2. Let CE%(N) and let t : R” + R” be a mapping which will be referred to as 
a transformation. Then the transformation of C by t yields the decorated collage 
t(C) = (t(PARTc), EDGEc, att, lab,-, t(ph)) 
with att(e) = t(att&e)) for all eE EDGEc. 
3. Let CEV(N) and YE g(N). Then the addition of Y to C yields the decorated 
collage 
C + Y = (PART, v u PART,, EDGEc + c EDGE,,att, lab, pin,-) 
REY REY 
with att(e) = att,-(e) and lab(e) = lab&e) for all eE EDGEc and att(e) = attR(e) and 
lab(e) = lab,(e) for all eE EDGE,, R E Y. (Note that + is not commutative since 
C + Y keeps the pin-points of C.) 
4. Let TRANS be a set of transformations. Let C E $3(N), B E EDGEc, and let (repl, 
trans) be a pair of mappings repl: B + V(N), trans : B + TRANS with at&(e) = 
tran.s(e)(pin,,pl(eJ for all eE B. Then the replacement of B in C through (repl, trans) 
yields the decorated collage 
REPL(C, repl, trans) = (C - B) + Y(B) 
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Fig. 1. The collage Zb, with a single, A-labelled hyperedge. 
R 40 R A,1 box box 
R&’ 
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Fig. 2. Collages to replace hyperedges. 
-1 2. 
R 42 
box 
I* u 2 
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where Y(B) = CeeB trans(e)(repl(e)) denotes the set of decorated collages determined 
by (repl, trans). 
In case tram is uniquely defined by the requirement a&(e) = trans(e)(pin,,,l(,,) we 
write REPL(C, repl) instead of REPL(C, repl, tram). 
5. Let A EN and pink (R”)*. Then the decorated collage (0, {e}, att, lab, pin) with 
lab(e) = A and &t(e) = pin is denoted by (A,pin)‘. It is called the handle induced by 
A and pin. 
Intuitively, the notion of hyperedge replacement explained above is a simple 
construction where some hyperedges are removed, the associated ecorated collages 
are transformed in such a way that the images of the pin-points match the points 
attached to the corresponding hyperedges, and the transformed ecorated collages are 
added. Note that the pin-points may restrict the choice of possible transformations. 
The transformed decorated collages - except their pin-points - are fully embedded 
into the resulting decorated collage. We end this section with an example. 
Example 2.1. Consider the collage Zbox depicted in Fig. 1 (which is a handle except for 
the missing pin-points) and the (decorated) collages R&i (i = 0, 1,2), R!;i, and Rf;i 
(i = 1,2) as shown in Fig. 2. Here, hyperedges are drawn as squares with the label 
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Fig. 3. A sequence of replacements from CO = Zbx to a collage Cg. 
inside, where lines with numbers on them indicate the attachment. Pin-points are 
shown as little dots numbered according to their order of appearance in pin. If we 
replace an A-labelled hyperedge like the one in Fig. 1 by the collage R&,O this creates 
a new, A-labelled hyperedge of the same size to the right of the replaced one, lifted by i 
of its height. In addition, the area which was occupied by the replaced hyperedge is 
now spanned by a B-labelled hyperedge, and underneath this one we find a triangular 
part. Replacing an A-labelled hyperedge by R&i instead, does the same except that 
the new A-labelled hyperedge to the right is lowered with respect o the initial one and 
turned upside down. 
In Fig. 3 a sequence of replacements - each single replacement being indicated by 
*rep1i - is shown, where TRANS is the set of all similarity transformations. The 
starting point is Zbox on the left, and replO maps the only hyperedges of Zbox to Rt,$. 
Therefore, the result of the replacement is C1, an isomorphic copy of R&f without 
pin-points. Going further, repl, maps the A-labelled hyperedge to R&f, again, and the 
B-labelled hyperedge to Rf;,' . Then, by repI the hyperedge labelled A and the 
rightmost one of the B-labelled hyperedges are replaced by the (non-decorated) 
collages R&j and R$,z, respectively. Afterwards, the remaining X-labelled hyperedges 
‘* ’ (X E {B, C>) are replaced by Rbox . In the last step the B-labelled hyperedge is replaced 
by R%,,Z and the four C-labelled hyperedges are replaced by Rg;f. 
Notice that the mappings rep/i determining the replacements may especially be 
chosen in such a way that in every step all the existing hyperedges are replaced. This 
yields a maximal parallelism. For example, choosing replo,. . . , rep& so that all 
A-labelled hyperedges are replaced by R&f or Rf;,‘, and all X-labelled hyperedges 
(X E (B, C}) are replaced by R&?, and then, in a final step, replacing all X-labelled 
hyperedges by Rt6.j (where X E {A, B, C}) yields some collage as in Fig. 4. (Here, steps 
one and two use R$$ and steps three to six use R&j .) 
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Fig. 4. A collage obtained by a longer sequence of replacements. 
In the following section the replacement operation is utilized to define collage 
grammars and their derivations in the usual way of formal language theory. Then, 
+ will denote a derivation step if for every hyperedge in the domain of rep1 the label 
of e and the replacing collage repl(e) form a production of the grammar. In other 
words, the productions needed to enable the derivations discussed above are the pairs 
(A, R$f), for i = 0, 1,2 and the pairs (X, Rt;f), for X E {B, C} and i = 1,2. 
3. Collage grammars 
Based on hyperedge replacement as introduced in the previous section, one can 
derive (decorated) collages from decorated collages by applying productions of 
a simple form. A production is given by a label A E N and a decorated collage 
RE%‘(N). It may be applied to a hyperedge e with label A provided that there is 
a transformation from a given set TRANS of admissible transformations which maps 
the pin-points of R to the attached points of e. The result of the application is obtained 
by replacing the hyperedge by the transformed image of R. More generally, several 
productions may be applied in parallel. Besides the ordinary notions of a derivation 
and a generated language two notions of generated fractals are introduced by the 
overlay and the intersection of all induced patterns of the generated language. 
Furthermore, we recall the context-freeness lemma for collage grammars in this 
section because it is frequently used in our study of the generated fractals. More 
information on collage grammars and the context-freeness lemma can be found in 
[17,18]. 
General assumption. For the rest of the paper, let TRANS be a set of transformations 
t:R”* R”. 
Various sets of transformations may be considered, e.g., the set of isometries, the 
set of central dilatations, the set of similarity transformations, or the set of afJine 
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transformations. In this paper affine transformations and similarities are considered. 
For definitions of and details about various geometrical transformations ee, e.g., [6]. 
Definition 3.1 (Productions and derivations). 
1. Let N be a set of labels. A production (over N) is a pair p = (A, R) with A EN and 
REW(N). A is called the left-hand side of p and is denoted by lhs(p). R is called the 
right-hand side and is denoted by rhs(p). 
2. Let CE%(N), B s EDGEc, and P be a set of productions over N. Then 
prod: B -+ P is called a base on B in C if, for all e E B, lab,(e) = lhs(prod(e)) and there is 
a unique transformation trans(e)E TRANS with at&(e) = trans(e)(pin,,,s(prodcejJ). 
3. Let C, C’E%(N) and let prod be a base on B in C. Then C directly derives C’ 
through prod if C’ zz REPL(C, repl), where for all eE B we have repl(e) = rhs(prod(e)). 
A direct derivation is denoted by C =s~ C’ or C =S C’. 
4. A sequence of direct derivations of the form CO apCl = p... jpCk is called 
a derivation from CO to Ck and is denoted by C,, +p* Ck or C,, * * Ck. 
Remark. The uniqueness requirement for trans in Definition 3.1 (2) makes sure that 
the result of a direct derivation is uniquely determined if it is defined. 
Using the introduced concepts of productions and derivations, collage grammars 
and collage languages can be defined in the usual way. Since collages represent 
patterns and the overlay as well as the intersection of patterns yields a pattern, collage 
grammars also specify fractal patterns. 
Definition 3.2 (Collage grammars and languages). 
1. A collage grammar is a system CG = (N, P,Z) where N is a finite set of nonter- 
minal labels, P is a finite set of productions (over N) with finite right-hand sides, and 
Z E q(N) is a finite decorated collage, called the axiom. 
2. The collage language generated by CG consists of all collages which can be 
derived from Z by applying productions of P: 
L(CG) = {CEW~IZ + C}. 
3. The upperfractal pattern generated by CG is given by the overlay of the induced 
patterns of all generated collages: 
fractal, (CC) = u pattern(C). 
CeL(CG) 
4. The lower fiactal pattern generated by CG is given by the intersection of the 
induced patterns of all generated collages: 
pactal, = n pattern(C). 
CeL(CG) 
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Fig. 5. The axiom of the grammar carpet. 
Fig. 6. The productions of the grammar carpet. 
Example 3.3. 
1. Fig. 5 depicts the axiom of the collage grammar carpet = ({C}, {pi,,, pza,}, Z,,,). 
Its productions are shown in Fig. 6 in a kind of Backus-Naur form. Both right-hand 
sides contain as parts the boundaries of seven rectangles of different size that intersect 
only in their boundaries and that (incompletely) divide the square defined by the 
pin-points. The right-hand side of pi,, contains seven hyperedges in addition (labelled 
with C), each of which spans one of the rectangular parts. 
The derivations in this grammar rely on the set of all affine transformations in 
two-dimensional space, AFF(2). One of the possible derivations is shown in Fig. 7. 
Each step in this derivation is maximum parallel, that is, in each step all hyperedges 
are replaced. Moreover, only one production is used in every step. Beginning with the 
axiom Z,,,, the first production is applied to the single initial hyperedge, yielding the 
right-hand side of the production. Hence the resulting decorated collage has seven 
hyperedges the induced handles of which are affinely transformed images of the 
axiom. The first production is now applied again, by using affine transformations that 
map the pin-points of its right-hand side to the attached nodes of the respective 
hyperedges. In the last step, p&, is applied to all hyperedges, yielding the final result of 
the derivation. 
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Fig. 7. A derivation in carpet. 
It should be clear that the collages generated by carpet are approximations of 
fractal,(carpet), which in turn is a variant of the well-known Sierpinski carpet. 
2. As another example, consider the collage grammar triangle = ({T}, {p:ri,p$}, 
Ztrr), whose axiom and productions are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. The right-hand side 
of the first production does not contain any parts. Its hyperedges pan rectangles 
whose edges are half the size of the edges of the rectangle given by the pin-points. Two 
of them occupy the lower-left and lower-right quarters of that rectangle and the third 
one is placed in the middle of its top row. 
The first nine collages generated by maximum parallel derivations of length one up 
to nine are shown in Fig. 10. Obviously, the lower fractal generated by triangle, i.e., the 
intersection of all the generated collages, is the Sierpinski triangle. Note that there is 
no explicit triangle used in the grammar at all. The only reference to a triangular 
structure lies in the relative positions of the hyperedges in J&. 
Fig. 8. The axiom of the grammar triangle. 
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Fig. 9. The productions of the grammar triangle. 
Fig. 10. Some collages generated by the grammar triangle. 
3. The collages used in Example 2.1 are easily made into a collage grammar boxes. 
Let boxes = ({A, B, C}, {(A, Rf,$)} u {(X, R$t) I X E {A, B, C}, i = 1,2}, Z,,) where 
the collages Zbox and Rzf are taken from Figs. 1 and 2. With this definition the 
sequence of collages shown in Fig. 3 turns out to be a derivation in boxes and the 
collage in Fig. 4 is a member of L(boxes). Notice that, in contrast to the two 
previously discussed grammars, this example mphasizes the language-theoretic aspect: 
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Fig. 11. The axiom of lines. 
-2 
Fig. 12. The productions of lines. 
The language generated is the point of interest, whereas the upper and the lower 
fractal do not seem to be very meaningful. 
4. The collage grammar lines given by the axiom in Fig. 11 and the productions of 
Fig. 12, provide another type of example. The first steps of a (maximal parallel) 
derivation are shown in Fig. 13; Fig. 14 contains a typical collage generated by 
a longer derivation. Notice that the triangles spanned by the B-labelled hyperedges 
grow wider and wider with every step (but their height remains the same). Obviously, 
the produced patterns grow beyond any bound in both x- and y-direction, as the 
length of the derivations increases. This is a property lines has in common with the 
grammar boxes of the previous example, contrasting the “pin bounded” behaviour of 
the first two examples. On the other hand, while for boxes the language generated 
stays in the foreground, here it is the limit which is of greater interest - like in carpet 
and triangle. The elements of the language are interesting only in so far as they provide 
“approximations” of fiactai,(lines). 
The replacements of different hyperedges of a decorated collage are independent of 
each other. This leads to a context-freeness lemma characterizing the derivations of 
a collage grammar, that start in handles, in a recursive way. The lemma corresponds 
to well-known results for various types of context-free grammars including hy- 
peredge-replacement graph grammars and leads to a characterization of the generated 
language. For simplicity, we assume a group of transformations and deal with 
so-called proper collage grammars. 
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Fig. 13. A maximal parallel derivation in lines. 
Fig. 14. One member of L(lines) (slightly reduced in size). 
General assumption. Let TRANS be a set of transformations t: R” + R” forming 
group (with respect to functional composition as group operation, the identity 
transformation as unit element, and the inverse transformations as inverse elements). 
Remarks. 
1. The sets AFF(n) (SIM(n)) of all affine (similarity) transformations of R” form 
groups. 
2. The composition of transformations t, t’ is denoted by t 0 t’ and is defined by 
t 0 t’(x) = t(t’(x)). 
3. The group properties of TRANS guarantee that the following holds. Let C * * D 
be a derivation (with respect to TRANS) and C’ E%(N) with C’ = t(C) for some 
t E TRANS. Then there is a decorated collage D’ E%(N) and a derivation C’ - * D’ 
(with respect o TRANS) such that D’ = t(D). Vice versa, given a derivation C’ ** D’ 
(with respect o TRANS) and Cc%(N) with C’ = t(C) for some tE TRANS, there is 
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a decorated collage D E Q?(N) and a derivation C 3 * D (with respect o TRANS) such 
that D’ = t(D). 
C;D 
‘1 1’ 
c’ ; D’ 
Definition 3.4. (Proper collage grammars). A collage grammar CG = (N, P, Z) is said 
to be proper if 
l for all CEV(N) occurring in CG (i.e., the right-hand sides as well as the axiom), 
every mapping prod: EDGEc --) P that satisfies Ihs(prod(e)) = l&(e) for all 
eE EDGEc is a base on B in C and, whenever two productions have the same 
left-hand side A, then their right-hand sides have the same sequences of pin-points 
denoted by (and frequently used in the following as) pin,. 
l CG is terminating, i.e., for AE N there is a derivation (A, pin,)’ =s$ C with CE%?. 
Remarks. 
1. Let CG be proper. Then, for all CE%‘(N) derivable from Z, every mapping 
prod: EDGEc + P that satisfies lhs(prod(e)) = labc(e) for all e E EDGEc is a base on 
B in C. 
2. Every proper collage grammar CG = (N, P,Z) defines a mapping 
AX: N -+ %‘(N) with AX(A) = (A,pinJ for AE N. 
3. Each proper collage grammar CG = (N, P, Z) defines a family of proper collage 
grammars CG(A) = (N, P, AX(A)). 
4. For every collage grammar CG with L(CG) # 8 there is an equivalent proper 
one (see [17]). 
If a derivation starts in the handle AX(A) for some AE N, the first nontrivial step 
applies a production to the only hyperedge and derives the right-hand side R of some 
production. The remaining derivation can be restricted to the induced handles of 
R and can be reconstructed as the embedding of all the restrictions into R. Moreover, 
each restriction can be transformed into a derivation starting in the handle AX(B) for 
some BEN according to our assumptions on the transformations and proper gram- 
mars. This reasoning results in the context-freeness lemma. 
Lemma 35 (Context-freeness lemma, see [17)). Let CG = (N, P,Z) be a proper 
collage grammar and let AX: N + V(N) be as introduced above. Moreover, let AE N 
and CE%‘. Then there is a derivation AX(A) =s* C if and only if there is a production 
(A, R) E P and for each e E EDGER, there is a (shorter) derivation AX(lub,(e)) * * C(e) 
such that C = REPL(R,repl) with repl(e) = C(e) for eEEDGEn. 
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Corollary 3.6. Let CG = (N, P, Z) be a proper collage grammar. Then the following 
holds for A E N: 
L(CG(A)) = u {REPL(R, repl) 1 repl(e)E L(CG(lab,(e))) for eE EDGER}. 
(A,R)EP 
4. Generation of self-affine fractals 
To relate collage grammars with self-affine fractals one needs only a very simple 
type of collage grammars. In this section, we therefore introduce two special cases, 
so-called increasing and decreasing generalized Sierpinski grammars. These are shown 
to generate self-affine fractals. More exactly, the increasing type is shown to have 
self-affine upper fractals and the decreasing type to have self-affine lower fractals. 
Self-affinity and self-similarity are fundamental concepts of fractal geometry. Intuit- 
ively speaking, a pattern (i.e., a set of points) is self-affine if it is the overlay of a finite 
number of affine copies of itself, where the corresponding affine transformations are 
contractions. However, there are different notions of self-affinity in the literature. The 
stronger one (see, e.g., [lo, 201) requires in addition that different copies do not 
overlap, except perhaps in their boundaries. In order to obtain results as strong as 
possible we use this strong version of self-affinity in the following. Our results are also 
valid with respect o the weaker notion, and the proofs become much easier then. (In 
this case the results follow quite directly from the fixed-point theorem for collage 
grammars proved in [17,18]). 
Definition 4.1 (SelfafJinity and self-similarity). A bounded pattern POINT z [w” is 
self-afJine if there are pairwise distinct, contracting’ affine mappings ai : R” + R” for 
i= l,..., k with k 2 2 such that 
POINT= 5 ai(POZNT) 
i=l 
and for all i # j,’ 
[ai(POINT)] n [aj(POZNT)] E s[ai(POZNT)] n s[aj(POZNT)] 
A self-affine pattern is self-similar if the involved affine mappings are similarities. 
Now, we are going to define increasing and decreasing generalized Sierpinski 
grammars. A generalized Sierpinski grammar has an axiom of the form (&pin)’ 
induced by the only nonterminal S and some pin-points pin, and two productions with 
left-hand side S and pin-points pin. The first right-hand side consists of (at least two) 
hyperedges whose attachments are affine transformations of pin. In particular, an 
’ A transformation t : R” + R” is contracting if there is some c < 1 such that dist(t(x), t(y)) < c.dist(x, y) for 
all x,y~lR”. 
2 6 denotes the boundary of a set of points and [-I the convex hull. 
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affine transformation is associated with every hyperedge. The second right-hand side 
is terminal. Moreover, the pin-points, the attachment points, and the parts of the 
right-hand sides must be related in a certain way. The requirements ay that pin- 
points and attachment points and their corresponding convex hulls must reflect 
certain aspects of self-affinity. But the conditions are easy to check because there are 
only a finite number of pin- and attachment points. Such a collage grammar is called 
increasing if the parts lay inside the convex hull of the pin-points and the overlay of 
the transformed parts (using the associated affine transformations) covers the parts. It 
is called decreasing if the parts of the second right-hand side cover the overlay of its 
transformed parts (again using the associated affine transformations) as well as the 
parts of the first right-hand side. As main results of this paper, we show that the upper 
fractals of increasing generalized Sierpinski grammars and the lower fractals of 
decreasing ones are self-affine. 
Definition 4.2 (Generalized Sierpinski grammars). 
1. A collage grammar GSG = ({S}, { (S, RI), (S, R,)}, (S,pin)‘) for some pine@“)* is 
a generalized Sierpinski grammar if RI and R2 fulfill the following conditions: 
(1) EDGER, contains at least two hyperedges, 
(2) EDGER, = 8, 
(3) PinR, = pinR, = pin, 
(4) paints(att,,(e)) c [points(pin)] for all eEEDGER,, 
(5) there is a unique mapping a : EDGER, + AFF(n) such that a(e)(pin) = attR,(e) 
and a(e) is contracting for each eE EDGER,, 
(6) [points(attR,(e))] n [points(attR,(e’))] 
S ~[points(att,,(e))] n G[points(attR,(e’))] 
for all e, e’E EDGE,, with e # e’, 
(7) every part E PART,, v PART,, is bounded. 
2. GSG is called increasing, if the following conditions hold in addition: 
(8) pattern (RI )u~atteWW s UHDGE., a(e)(pattern(RI) u pattern(R 
(9) pattern (RI) u pattern E [points(pin)]. 
3. GSG is called decreasing, if the following conditions hold in addition to (l)-(7): 
(8’) patrern(Ri 1 u UMDGE., a(e)(pattern(R2)) E pattern( 
(9’) pattern(R, ) c LODGE,, a(e)(pattern(R, )). 
Notice that every generalized Sierpinski grammar is proper. The reference to Sier- 
pinski in the name of this type of grammars is made because the form of productions 
we require is inspired by famous fractals like the Sierpinski triangle and the Sierpinski 
carpet. In [17,18] the notion of nonoverlapping Sierpinski grammars is introduced 
which is the special case of increasing generalized Sierpinski grammars where the 
pin-points and the attachment points are the only parts. Due to conditions (4) and (6) 
above, it is clear that Sierpinski grammars are the generalized Sierpinski grammars 
with the smallest possible parts. 
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Example 4.3. The first two grammars in Example 3.3 are obviously generalized 
Sierpinski grammars where carpet is of the increasing and triangle is of the decreasing 
type. 
Theorem 4.4. Let GSG be an increasing generalized Sierpinski grammar. Then fiac- 
tal,(GSG), the upper fractal generated by GSG, is self-afine. Moreover, if all afine 
transformations involved in the dejnition of GSG are similarities, fractal,(GSG) is 
self-similar. 
Proof. Let GSG = ((S), {(S, Rr), (S, Rz)}, (S, pin)‘) and suppose that a: EDGER, -+ 
AFF(n) is the corresponding mapping according to Definition 4.2(5). Let 
POINT = fractal,(GSG). 
We are going to show the following claims: 
1. Let CE L(GSG) and transE TRANS with trans(pinc) = attR,(e) for some 
e E EDGER,. Then trans = a(e). 
2. L(GSG) 
= {(RI - EDGER,) + Ce6EDGE_ a(e)(repl(e)) 1 repl:EDG&, -, WW} u PG). 
3. pattern u pattern&) z Ue,EDGE,,a(e)(Uc~Lccsc,pattern(C)). 
4. POINT = UeeEDGE.,a(e)(POZN~. 
5. POINT 5 [points(pin)]. 
6. [a(e)(POZNT)] n [a(e’)(POINr)] E s[a(e)(POZNT)] n G[a(e’)(POINT)] for all 
e, e’ E EDGER,, e # e’. 
Claims 4 and 6 prove the statement of the theorem according to Definition 4.1. The 
other claims are auxilliary ones. 
1. For C E L(CSG), we have pint = pin by definition. Together with property 4.2(5) 
this implies 
trans(pin) = trans(pinc) = att,,(e) = a(e)(pin). 
Due to the uniqueness of a in Definition 4.2(5) this equation reveals that 
trans = a(e). 
2. Using Corollary 3.6, the definition of hyperedge replacement, and Claim 1 we get 
L(GSG) = {REPL(R, , repl) 1 repl: EDGER, --f L(GSG)) 
u {REPL(R,, repl) 1 repl: EDGER, + L(GSG)} 
= ((RI - EDGER,) + c a(e)(repl(e))lrepl:EDGER, + L(GSG)) u (Rz). 
eeEDGE,, 
3. By Claim 2, we have Rz E L(GSG) and also pattern c /JceLccsojpattern(C), 
because, for instance, REPL(R1,repl,,)EL(GSG) where rep&,(e) = Rz for all 
eE EDGER,. Together with property 4.2(S) this yields 
pattern u pattern s u a(e)(pattern(R1) u pattern( 
eeEDGE., 
E u a(e)(~~~sG~pattern(C)). 
SEDGE,, 
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4. Using the definition of the upper fractal, the Claims 2 and 3, the definition of 
transformed collages, as well as some well-known set-theoretic facts, we get 
POINT 
= CJSO) 
pattern(C) 
= puttern u 
( 
u U puttern(u(e)(rep&e))) 
repl:EDGE.,+L(GSG) esEDGE,, ) 
u puttern 
= pattern u pattern u ..EkE u(e)( U 
CeL(GSG) 
pattern(C)) 
= u u(e)( U 
Ed EDGE,, CeL(GSG) 
puttern( ” 
= eeEtE 4eWOINT) 
5. We show by induction on the length m of some derivation generating 
CEL(GSG): pattern(C) E [points(pin)]. 
Induction basis: m = 1 means C = RZ. Hence, by property 4.2(9) pattern(C) = 
puttern c [points(pin)]. 
Induction hypothesis: The statement may hold for all collages in L(GSG) generated by 
derivations of length less than m. 
Inductive step: Let C E L(GSG) be generated by a derivation of length m. Due to Claim 
2, C = REPL(R1, repl) for some repl: EDGER, + L(GSG) where the context-freeness 
lemma yields that every repl(e) can be derived by a derivation shorter than m. Thus we 
get by properties 4.2(4), (5), and (9), the induction hypothesis, some well-known 
set-theoretic facts, and properties of the convex hull: 
pattern(C) = puttern u U pattern (u(e)(repl(e))) 
ecEDGE., 
= puttern u U u(e)(puttern(repl(e))) 
eeEDGE., 
C [points(pin)] u U u(e)( [points(pin)]) 
eeEDGE,, 
E [points(pin)] u U points(u(e)(pin)) 
esEDGE,, 1 
= [points( pin)] u U points(uttR,(e)) 
esEDGE., 1 
E [points(pin)] u [ [points(pin)]] 
= [points(pin)]. 
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This yields the desired inclusion: 
POINT = u pattern(C) c [points (pin)]. 
CeL(GSG) 
6. The following general property of convex sets can be used. Let 
PI, P,,P;, P; E [w” be convex with Pi c Pi (i = 1,2). Then PI n P2 s 6P1 n 6Pz 
implies P; n Pi E 6P; n 6P;. By Definition 4.2(6) we have 
[points(uttR,(e’))] n [points(uttR,(e’))] E s[points(attR,(e))] n G[points(utt,,(e’))]. 
But POINT s [points(pin)], using Claim 5, that is, 
u(e)(POINT) E [points(a(e)(pin))] = [points(uttR,(e))] and 
a(e’)(POZNT) E [points(u(e’)(pin))] = [points(attR,(e’))], 
so we get [u(e)(POZNT)] n [a(e’)(POZNT)] s s[u(e)(POINT)] n h[u(e’)(POZNT)] 
as claimed. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Example 4.5. As mentioned in Example 4.3 the grammar carpet is an increasing 
generalized Sierpinski grammar. By Theorem 4.4 the upper fractal generated by carpet 
is self-affine. The patterns produced by this grammar are approximations of this 
fractal; the one generated by the derivation in Fig. 7 gives already quite a good 
impression of it. 
The proof of the corresponding result for the decreasing case and the lower fractal is 
more complicated. In particular, it makes use of the following two lemmas tating that 
(for decreasing generalized Sierpinski grammars) it may be assumed that only the 
“terminal” right-hand side R2 contains parts and, secondly, the points of patterns 
induced by generated collages are exactly those which can be obtained from the 
right-hand sides by a sequence of the affine transformations associated with the given 
grammar. 
Lemma 4.6. Let GSG = ((S}, {(S, RI),@, R,)}, (&pin)‘) be a decreasing generalized 
Sierpinski grammar and let the grammar GSG’ = ({S}, ((S, R;), (S, Rz)}, (&pin)‘) be 
given by R; = (8, EDGER,, attR,, hbR,, @RI)- men 
{pattern(C), 1 C E L(GSG)} = (pattern(C) I C E L(GSG’)}. 
Proof. Let us say that two derivations (&pin) * &o C and (&pin)’ * asof C’ are 
related if the latter is obtained from the former by replacing every use of (S, RI) by the 
corresponding application of (S, R;). The construction of GSG’ implies that for every 
derivation in GSG there is a unique related derivation in GSG’ and vice versa. 
Therefore it suffices to show that for each two related derivations (S, pin)’ * &o C and 
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CA pin ) =P gSG, C’ we have pattern(C) = pattern( This can be done by induction on 
the length m of derivations. 
For the inductive step we will use the observation that for all C E L(GSG) the 
context-freeness lemma yields pattern E pattern(C) since we either have C = R2, 
in which case it follows from Definition 4.2(8’), or C has the form REPL(R1, repl) and 
hence pattern(C) = pattern u Ue,EDcE,,u(e)(repl(e)). 
Induction basis: For m = 1 we have C = R2 = C’. 
Induction hypothesis: The statement may hold for all collages with derivations horter 
than m(m > 1). 
Inductive step: Using the context-freeness lemma C = REPL(R,,repl) and C’ = 
REPL(R’, , repl’) for some repl: EDGER, + L(GSG) and repl’ : EDGER, + L(GSG’), 
where repl(e) and repl’(e) have related derivations of length less than m for all 
e E EDGER,. By induction hypothesis puttern(repl(e)) = puttern(repl’(e)), and we ob- 
tain from Definition 4.2(9’) 
pattern(C) = puttern u esEljJCE u(e)(puttern(repl(e))) 
= u u(e)(puttern(repl(e))) 
esEDGE,, 
= eeEkE u(e)(puttern(repP(e))) 
RI 
= puttern( q 
Intuitively, the essence of the following lemma can be explained as follows. Assume 
we are in I%!* and suppose for simplicity that pin spans a rectangle which is furthermore 
the only part of R2. Then all the hyperedges in a derived decorated collage span 
rectangles, and if one is replaced, the new hyperedges pan rectangles that are nested 
within the old one. The lemma now says that the points offructul,(GSG) are exactly 
those x for which we can find an infinite sequence of these nested rectangles, so that 
x is an element of each of them. In other words, a sequence (e,+i)i aI of hyperedges 
exists such that we have x E [points(pin)], x E u(e,, I)( j&ints(pin)]) E [points(pin)], 
XE u(e,. I)(u(eX,2)([points(pin)])) E u(e,, l)([points(pin)]) E [points(pin)], and so on. 
Lemma 4.7. Let GSG = ({S}, {(S, RI),@, R,)}, (S, pin)‘) be generalized a Sierpinski 
grammar with PART,, = 8 and let XE W. Then x~jiructul,(GSG) ifund only if there 
is u sequence (e,, i)i a 1 of hyperedges e,, i E EDGER, such thut x E u(e,, 1) 0..- ou(eX, i)(put- 
tern(R,))for all is N.3 
Proof. For the only-gdirection let x Efractul,(GSG). We first observe that there must 
be some eE EDGER, such that u(e)- '(x)~fiuctul,(GSG). To see this, assume for 
3 For affine transformations a,, . . , ai we set al 0 ...O ai = id.. if i = 0. 
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a contradiction a(e)-‘(x) $ fractali(GSG) for all eE EDGER,. This means that for 
every e E EDGER, there is some C(e)E L(GSG) with a(e)- ‘(x) $ puttern(C(e)). Define 
C = REPL(Ri , rep/) where repl(e) = C(e) for all eE EDGER,. By context-freeness we 
have CE L(GSG), and since x = u(e)(u(e)- l(x)) $ u(e)(puttern(C(e))) for all 
e E EDGER, it follows that 
x B ..JE a(e)(Wrern(C(e))) 
= .&J:’ a(e)(pattern(repl(e))) 
RI 
= pattern(C). 
On the other hand 
x Efructul,(GSG) 
= c,&,, 
puttern 
E pattern(C), 
a contradiction. 
We can now define the sequence (e,, i)i z 1 for all x ~fractul,(GSG). In order to make 
the definition unique assume that there is an arbitrary (but fixed) order on EDGER,. 
For each x Efiuctul,(GSG) we define e,, 1 to be the least hyperedge E EDGER, such 
that y = a(e)- ‘(x) Efructull(GSG), and we let (e,,i)i a 2 = (e,,i)i > i. By the observation 
above this definition is well-given. 
Proceeding by induction on i we show that xou(e,, i) 0..-0 a(e,,i)(pattern(R2)). 
Induction basis: For i = 0 the assumption x~fiactal~(GSG) yields x~puttern(R~) 
because R2 E L(GSG). 
Induction hypothesis: The statement may hold for all j < i (i 2 1). 
Inductive step: Let y = a(e,, J ‘(x). By definition of e,, 1 we have y Efructull(GSG) 
and thus the induction hypothesis yields y~u(e,,,) ~~~-~(e,,~_~)(puttern(R~)). From 
this we get 
x = 4eX,i)(v) 
E a@,, i Me,. i)“..NeY,i- i)(Wreru(RA)) 
= 4eX,~)04eX.2) o...~u(e,,~)(puttern(R~)). 
For the other direction assume that some XE R” is given together with a sequence 
(e,, i)i a 1 that satisfies the requirement. In order to show that x Efructull(GSG) we have 
to prove x E pattern(C) for all C E L(GSG). This is done by induction on the length m of 
the shortest derivation generating C. 
Induction basis: For m = 0 we get C = R2. Choose i = 0 to obtain 
xEa(e,,i) ~-~-~~~(e,,~)(puttern(R,)) = puttern = pattern(C). 
Induction hypothesk The statement may hold for all elements of L(GSG) whose 
shortest derivation is shorter than m (m > 1). 
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Inductive step: Assume CE L(GSG) with C = REPL(R1, repl) for some mapping 
repl: EDGER, + L(GSG) where, by virtue of the context-freeness lemma, repl(e) has 
a derivation of length less than m for all Ed EDGER,. Let y = a(e,, 1)-1(x) and 
(e,,i)ia 1 = tex,ih>2. Then for each i e N we get 
Y = 6, I)- ‘(XI 
E a(e,,~)-‘~+,,~)~ *** oa(ex,i+ 1 )(pattern(R2)) 
= u(e,,I)o... ou(e,,J(puttern(Rz)) 
and hence the induction hypothesis applies to y, (e,, i)i $ 1, and repl(e,, 1) saying that 
y ~puttern(repl(e,, 1)). Therefore 
x = a&, I I(Y) 
E u(e,, I )(puttern(repl(ee,, 1))) 
E ..JE u(e)(puttern(repl(e))) 
RI 
= pattern(C) 
as we claimed. Cl 
Theorem 4.8. Let GSG be a decreasing generalized Sierpinski grammar. Then fruc- 
tul,(GSG), the lower fructal generated by GSG, is self-uSfine_ Moreover, if ull afine 
transformations involved are similarities, fructul,(GSG) is self-similar. 
Proof. Let GSG = ({S}, {(S, RI),@, R,)}, (S, pin)‘) and suppose that a: EDGER, 
+ AFF(n) is the corresponding mapping according to Definition 4.2(5). We also 
assume that PART,, = 8, which means no loss of generality by Lemma 4.6. Let 
POINT =fructul,(GSG). 
The first two claims of the proof of Theorem 4.4 hold here too, because they do not 
make any use of the properties 4.2(8) and (9). These facts and some elementary set- 
theoretic properties and elementary properties of affine transformations will be used 
throughout the proof without special warning. 
As a first step we identify a certain subset of L(GSG) such that the intersection of the 
induced patterns equals the lower fractal. Intuitively, this set consists of all collages 
generated by totally balanced derivation trees. 
Consider the sequence of collages (Ci)ieN recursively given by Co = R2 and 
Ci+l = REPL(R1, repli) with repli(e) = Ci for all eE EDGER,. This sequence satisfies 
the following claims: 
1. CiE L(GSG) for all ie N. 
2. For all i < j we have puttern 1 puttern( 
3. For every CE L(GSG) there is an icE FV with pattern(C) 2 puttern(Ci=). 
4. POINT = ni,,puttern(Ci). 
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These claims can be shown as follows. 
1. This is easily proved by induction using Corollary 3.6. 
2. We show by induction on i: pattern(Ci+ I) c pattern( 
Induction basis: For i = 0, we get by definition of C,: 
pattern = u puttern(u(e)(repMe))) 
eeEDGE., 
= esEkE 4e)(patteWh)) 
a, 
E pattern 
= pattern( 
Induction bypotbesis: The statement may hold for i - 1, where i > 1. 
Inductive step: Using the definition of the Ci and the induction hypothesis we get 
pUttf??X(Ci + 1) = U PUttern(U(e)(repli(e))) 
eeEDGE., 
= LgE 4e)(Patter4Ci)) 
E (J “U(e)(pUtk??X(Ci_ 1)) 
ee EDGE., 
= AX 
pUtteiW(U(e)(Wpli_ 1(e))) 
RI 
= pUtte?W(Ci). 
3. This is shown by induction on the length m of a derivation generating C. 
Induction basis: m = 1 implies C = R2 = C,-,. 
Induction hypothesis: The statement may hold for all C with derivations shorter 
than m. 
Inductive step: Consider some collage C having a derivation of length m > 1. By the 
context-freeness lemma, for every eE EDGER, we get C = REPL(R1,repl), where 
repl(e) has a derivation of length less than m. By the induction hypothesis, this implies 
pattern(Ci_g,ce)) c pattern (repl(e)) for some suitable irepl(ej. Hence, if i is the maximum 
of the irepl(+ using Claim 2 we get 
pattern(C) = U puttern(u(e)(repl(e))) 
eeEDGE,, 
a(e)(pattern(repl(e))) 
II 
= reEtiE 
pUttf2?Tl(U(E?)(Ci)) 
RI 
= pUtt@W(Ci + 1). 
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4. As a consequence of Claims 1 and 3, we get 
n pattern(C) G f-j puttern E n pattern(C) = POINT. 
CeL(GSG) ieN CeL(GSG) 
Based on these results, we can proceed by showing the following claims: 
5. POINT = Ue~EDcQ(e)(POINT), 
6. PO1 N T s [points( pin)], 
7. [u(e)(POZNT)] n [u(e’)(POZNT)] E G[a(e)(POZNT)] n G[u(e’)(POZNT)] for 
e # e’. 
Claims 5 and 7 prove the theorem, Claim 6 is used to prove Claim 7. 
5. By a general property of infinite intersections, if sets (Mi,j)ioN,1 GjG k satisfy 
M. r+l,js Mi,j for all iEN, 1 <_i< k then r)isNUl<j<kMi,j= Ulsj<kr)iaNMi,j. 
By Claim 2 we have patterti(Ci+ 1) E pattern( so we may apply this to get 
n U 4e)(PatQMCi- 1)) = &J_ i? 4e)WtedCi- 1)). 
i 2 1 esEDGE., 
Using Claims 2 and 4 and the definition of the Ci this yields: 
POINT = n puttern 
isN 
=i? 
pUttern 
, 
= i? E!LE 
pUttern(U(e)(repIi_ 1(e))) 
= n u “U(e)(pUrif?rn(Ci- 1)) 
i > 1 eeEDGE,, 
= e&JE i?l u(e)(Wtern(Ci- 1)) 
, 
= u ‘u(e)( n puttern( 
esEDGE,, ieN 
= .sEkE u(e)(POINT). 
RI 
6. Let XEPOZNT. We may assume that [points(pin)] E puttern since, obvi- 
ously, increasing puttern cannot make POINT smaller. Lemma 4.7 now states 
that there is a sequence (ei)i z 1 of hyperedges, uch that XE a(el)~~~-w(e,)(puttern(Rz)) 
for all ie f+J. Let Ui = U(e~)“~~~oU(c?i) for all ieN. 
Choose c < 1 such that dist(u(e)(y),u(e)(z)) < c.dist(y,z) for all eEEDGER, and 
y, ZE [w”. (Such a constant c exists because the u(e) are contracting.) We show by 
induction that for all y, z~puttern(R~) with dist(y,z) = d it holds that 
dist(ui(y), ui(z)) < ci. d for all i E N. 
Induction basis: dist(y, z) = d = co. d. 
Induction hypothesis: The statement may hold for i. 
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Inductive step: We have 
d ci.dist(u(ei+l)(Y),U(ei+l)(z)) 
=C 
i+ 1 
. d. 
Let now d E [w be such that dist(y, z) < d for all y, z Eputtern(R,) (which exists because 
puttern is bounded). Then we have dist(ui(y),ui(z)) < c’*d for all in N and all 
y, z E puttern( Since x E ui(puttern(R,)) for all i E N this means limi,, u(y) = x 
for all ye puttern (and, in particular, for all y E [points(pin)] since 
[points(pin)] E puttern by the assumption we made above). 
For all eEEDGER, it holds that u(e)( [points(pin)]) E [points(pin)] by Definition 
4.2(4). Thus an easy induction could be used to show that ai(y)E [points(pin)] for all 
ie N and all ye [points(pin)]. So, the limit x = limi,,ai(y) is an element of 
[points(pin)], because convex hulls are closed. 
Using Claim 6, Claim 7 can be shown like Claim 6 in the proof of Theorem 4.4 q 
Example 4.9. Due to Example 4.3 the grammar triangle of Example 3.3 is a decreasing 
generalized Sierpinski grammar. By Theorem 4.8 above the lower fractal generated by 
triangle is self-affine. The patterns produced by this grammar are approximations of 
this fractal; Fig. 10 shows some initial ones. 
Let us now show that the converse of Theorem 4.8 holds, too. For this, we first 
define a canonical grammar associated with a sequence of pin-points and a number of 
affine mappings. The justification for calling these grammars canonical is given by 
Corollary 4.13 below. 
Definition 4.10 (Canonical grammar). Let pin E(W)*, let EDGE = (eI , . . . , ek} be a set 
with k 2 2, and let a: EDGE + AFF(n) be a mapping. Then GSG(pin,u) = ({S}, 
((S, RI),@, R2)},(S,pin)‘), the cononicul grammar given by a and pin is defined 
by RI = ($,EDGE,utt, lub,pin) where att(ei) = u(ei)(pin) and lub(ei) = S and 
R2 = ({ [points(pin)] }, pin). 
In order to prove the next theorem we need a lemma concerning self-affine patterns 
similar to Lemma 4.7. We do not prove this lemma here since it can be shown in much 
the same way as Lemma 4.7. 
Lemma 4.11. Let POINT E IF!” be self-u&e with respect to u$ine mappings a,, . . . , ak 
an let x E W. Then x E POINT $und only if there is u sequence (ij)j 2 1, 1 < ij < k, such 
thut XEui, o...ouij (POINT) for all je N. 
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Theorem 4.12. Let POINT be a self-afJine pattern. Then there exist aJinite sequence pin 
of pin-points and a mapping a : EDGE + AFF(n) such that GSC(pin, a) is a decreasing 
generalized Sierpinski grammar with 
fractal,(GSG(pin, a)) = POINT. 
Proof. Let al,..., ak be the affine transformations associated with POINT due to 
Definition 4.1. Then one can show that there is a finite sequence pin of pin-points such 
that POINT E [points(pin)] and for 1 < i < j d k. 
[a,(points(pin))] n [uj(pOints(pin))] E S[Ui(points(pin))] n d[aj(pOintS(pin))]. 
(For n = 2, this can be seen as follows: Choose any finite sequence pine of pin-points 
such that POINT c_ [points(pin)] and order the pairs (i,j), 1 < i < j < k, arbitrarily. 
Then use the mth pair (i, j) to de fine pin, from pin,_l as follows. Because of 
the fact that [ai(POINT)] r\ [aj(POZNT)] E s[ai(POZNT)] n d[aj(POINT)] some 
straight line I separates [ui(POINT)] from [aj(POZNT)]. Then a;‘(l) and a,:‘(l) “cut 
off” parts of [points(pin,_ 1)], yielding a sequence pin,,, with POINT E [points(pinJ] 
and [ai(points(pin,))] n [aj(points(pin,))] E d[ai(points(pin,,,))] n s[uj(points(pin,))]. 
Finally, pin = pinktt _ lfiz satisfies the requirement for all i, j, 1 < i < j < k. For n > 2 
the arguments are similar.) 
Let EDGE = {el,..., ek) and GSG = GSG(pin, a), where a(ei) = ai for i = l,..., k. By 
the choice of pin, GSG is a decreasing eneralized Sierpinski grammar. 
Using Lemma 4.7 we get for every x E R”, x Efiactul,(GSG) if and only if there is 
a sequence (ex,i)isN of hyperedges uch that x E a(e,, 1) 0 . ..c~u(e~.~)([points(pin)]) for 
all i E tU Similarly, by Lemma 4.11 x E POINT if and only if there is a sequence (ij)j p 1, 
1 <ii< k,suchthatxEuilO...Oai, (POINT) for all j E N. Furthermore, since the ci are 
contracting, as in the proof of Theorem 4.8(6) we get, for all y, y’ E R”, 
lim ai, o **a o a,,(y) = lim ai, o *.a o ai,( 
j-m j-m 
Therefore, with y E [points(pin)] and y’ E POZN T we obtain 
x Efiuctul,(GSG) 
* J(e,,i)i2,1: x~a(e,,~)~ e-e ~a(e,,i)([pOints(pin)]) for all iE N 
0 3(e,,i)i~l: X = lima(e,,,)o...“a(e,,i)(y) 
i-00 
0 3(ij)j B 1: X = lim ai, o ... o ai, 
j-m 
e 3(ij)j>l: XEai,~*~*~a,(POINT) for all igN 
o XEPOZNT. Cl 
The following corollary states that, no matter what the induced patterns of Rl and 
Rz are, if two decreasing eneralized Sierpinski grammars use the same affine trans- 
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formations in RI then their lower fractals are the same (and are both equal to the 
self-affine pattern described by the given transformations). In fact, this is the reason 
why we could choose squares as parts in order to generate the Sierpinski triangle 
through the grammar triangle in Example 3.3. 
Corollary 4.13. Let POINT be a self_afJine pattern and let GSG, GSG’ be decreasing 
generalized Sierpinski grammars, all three using the same afine transformations. Then 
fractal,(GSG) = POINT = fractal,(GSG’). 
Proof. The only properties of the grammar GSG(pin, a) used in the proof of Theorem 
4.12 are those saying that it is a decreasing generalized Sierpinski grammar that 
it uses the transformations a(ei). Hence fractal,(GSG) = POINT = fractal,(GSG’) 
for each two decreasing eneralized Sierpinski grammars GSG, GSG’ using the same 
transformations as those showing self-affinity of POINT. 0 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have continued the study of collage grammars [l&18]. We have 
identified two types of collage grammars that generate self-affine fractals in the 
strong sense used by, e.g., Mandelbrot [20] and Edgar [lo]. Our results establish 
a proper link between collage grammars and fractal geometry. Thus, collages gener- 
ated by generalized Sierpinski grammars approximate self-affine patterns and collage 
grammars may help to investigate self-affine patterns. The results hold also for 
the weaker notion of self-affinity (see the discussion in the beginning of Section 4), 
but the stronger versions proved here are somewhat more interesting because the 
strong notion of self-affinity leads to nice computational properties (especially 
regarding the fractal dimension). Further work in this area should investigate the 
following topics. 
(1) Generalized Sierpinski grammars allow only quite a restricted form of rules. There 
may be more general types of rules that still yield self-affine upper and lower 
fractals. 
(2) Overlay and intersection of potentially infinite sets of patterns are somewhat 
rough ways to get fractals. More sophisticated limit constructions may yield 
different results. 
(3) So far, we used only elementary notions and standard techniques from geometry. 
The application of more evolved concepts like, for instance, Hausdorff spaces, 
geometric measure theory, and fractal dimensions may lead to better results or 
simpler proofs. 
(4) Clearly, it is of interest to compare collage grammars with other constructive 
approaches to fractal geometry, like iterated function systems [l] and mutually 
recursive function systems [3-51. 
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(5) In the same way, one should compare collage grammars with other syntactic 
devices for the generation of pictures that can be related to fractals, like chain code 
picture languages (see, e.g., [7,8,19,21]), graphical interpretation of L-systems 
(see, e.g., [28]), and cellular automata (see, e.g., [32]). 
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